
  

    AN  UNAUTHORIZED  ( mostly due to unnecessity, also because I said so being I’m the Author )  PUBLICATION  
 

The BUZZ – of  The Fremont Hornets V.1  
 

Issue 73                                               Sept 04 2017  

 

 

 

 

Somehow managing to wing it for now over 40 years…  
 

 

 

Welcome                
 

IN THIS ISSUE – You will find: (basically in the listed 

order, tho a stream of consciousness device)  
 

 

 A Refresher  Course on Special Awards SA3, 4, 5, & SA21 

for the upcoming TriCity 13 Contest and Show 

 

PLUS a Look back at the rest of 1991 Free Hornets 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Reminder : http://fremonthornets.yolasite.com/   Just three little pages.  

Not a lot to dig through , + Events Calendar web page 3, ALWAYS 

http://fremonthornets.yolasite.com/


  

THE Latest BUZZ (as of  September 04 2017 morning) 
(a Short Take On Present Buzz) by Mick Burton, Buzz Editor (& Hornets Treasurer a Deux, Current Contest Director for 2016/17 season)  

YES! Now # 74  In case you are a new reader, the Issue number is off  by one always, since # 0  

was outset of this lark. That clarified or muddied, let’s get to some actual important business!  
 

 
  

 

“ THANKS to a KIWI on HyperScale for a Solution to PB shafting    ” 

 
Return to Index   

 

Free Photobucket fix that works for old posts in Firefox and 

Google Chrome... 
August 29 2017 at 12:45 AM  

Mark J Davies  (Login kiwikitbasher) 

HyperScale Forums 

from IP address 121.99.176.180  
 

Got this in an email from 72ndAircraft, it worked for all my old posts here and on Britmodeller:  
 

Some direct links to get extensions for Firefox and Chrome browsers to delete the PB ransom demand and restore the original image:  
 

Firefox extension https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/photobucket-embedded-fix/?src=search  
 

Chrome extensionhttps://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/photobucket-embed-

fix/naolkcpnnlofnnghnmfegnfnflicjjgj?hl=en  
 

This is a painless exercise, it simply adds an extension to the browser and doesn't alter anything in your account 

or computer registry. Thanks to rubenandres77 on the RevellAtions forum for the heads up to this fix.  
 

Now it may be a copy/paste to your addy bar if the links don't work direct.  

Hope this helps.  

I am humbled often enough by great shares from HS, this was one of them . 

I had to share it while it still is working (as another Poster replied, ‘til PB kills the 

hack here) . Nonetheless Mark from NZ proves again a fine gent and an example of community  - mb 
 

  

http://www.network54.com/Forum/149674
http://www.network54.com/Forum/149674/message/1503981903/Free+Photobucket+fix+that+works+for+old+posts+in+Firefox+and+Google+Chrome...#directNotify
http://www.network54.com/Profile/kiwikitbasher
http://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/photobucket-embedded-fix/?src=search
http://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/photobucket-embed-fix/naolkcpnnlofnnghnmfegnfnflicjjgj?hl=en
http://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/photobucket-embed-fix/naolkcpnnlofnnghnmfegnfnflicjjgj?hl=en


  

The Free Hornets President REMINDS OF THE AGREED UPON CHOICE HERE  FOR THOSE THAT MISSED THAT PART 

 

    2017 Gruppe Build Officially  

is       

“The Cat’s Meow” 
 

(anything, anyway, feline or related, any scale, any subject as long as you can claw your way in…) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  C’mon, think about it. You didn’t know that you can find something in “your line of work”? 

Autos? JAGUAR doesn’t give you any rhythm? Fine, then scratchbuild a scale Fender “git”, 

and yes, I’ve seen a collection of them in the past, so don’t think it’s just a “funny” here. The 

Aircraft folks can’t miss, but ARMOR has some surprising choices too. French EBRC, yo?! 

Stay tuned, Captain will have more “prompts” 
======================================================================================================== 

COMMISSION OPPORTUNITY 
YOUR CAPTAIN BURTON is seeking a 2017 Gruppe Build XO (Exec Officer) 
 

Duties include: Reminding others of the project, wrangling them into shape for entry at scheduled events for 2017/2018, being at TriCity 13 

in time to make sure this entry is made in COLLECTIONS CATEGORY,  ALL ITEMS go into it!! 
 

Pro: No Pay, No Thanks, No Appreciation, Plenty of Harassment & Grief during year 

Con: What the Captain is attempting here, under guise of “delegating important work” 
 

Our President will be glad to review anyone who still hasn’t determined what’s what here, just email at daze61283@mypacks.net with your query…   

mailto:daze61283@mypacks.net


  

COLORFUL REMINDERS OF UPCOMING EVENTS 
 

 

The Ramp Trash Award  
Grayhawk Productions Ltd sponsors this award. In the world of aviation 
photography it refers to any aircraft that is not worthy of the photographer’s time 

and film (when we used to use film) to photograph it. An example would be any 
type of trainer or transport aircraft. In other words an aircraft that doesn’t have an 
“F” or “A” prefix in the designation. A Cessna 172 from the Civil Air Patrol would 

be Ramp Trash, an F-15C would not. The idea is to inspire the modeling 
community to build Trainers, Cargo and Special Use Aircraft. The award for this 
Category is very unique and has been popular with all the recipients at our shows. 

As with any contestentry, the selected model is subject to the best interpretation 
of the spirit of the award by the Judges. 

                        
The SAC Bombing Trophy  

Grayhawk Productions Ltd sponsors this award. The theme for this award harkens 
back to the days when Strategic Air Command dominate the United States Air 

Force. Strategic Bombing competitions were held annually to promote competition 
among the Bomber Squadrons throughout SAC as well as other Nations. This 
award is given to the best model of a bomber from any nation that could carry out 

the Strategic Bombing mission from B-52’s to Bears and Vulcan’s. The award is 
not limited to Cold War aircraft alone. B-17’s, Lancaster’s etc. also qualify for this 
award. Carrying a nuclear payload does not necessarily qualify a model for the 

SAC award as most modern tactical aircraft can carry “THE BOMB”. A true 
Strategic Bomber is a weapons platform that is designed to carry the fight to an 
enemy’s homeland over vast distances. Basically, any large, multi-engine, 

bombing platform. The Judges have wide latitude in selecting the winner and may 
select any aircraft that best holds to the spirit of the award. 

 

The Aviation Ordnancemen’s Award  
Grayhawk Productions Ltd sponsors this award. The idea for this award dates back quite a few years and is the result of a conversation 

had between fellow modelers regarding the quality and finish of ordnance displayed on aircraft models. Over a last few years it has 
become clear that the level of quality of aircraft building has greatly improved but is inversely proportionate to the quality of ordnance 
displayed on the same. A good example was a model on a well-known web site recently. There was a beautiful P-51D model – natural 

metal finish, the works. The modeler said the model looked empty so they put 2 nondescript looking bombs under the wings (hand 
painted blue no less) to finish the kit. It brought an A+ model down to a D. With this in mind we have created an award that 
celebrates things under wings. Examples include Bombs with fusing wires and decals, Missile’s with the rocket motor drilled out, 

painted and marked correctly. The Judges have wide latitude in selecting the winner and may select any entry having the best 
representation of Aviation Ordnance displayed on an aircraft model. 

These are JUST A FEW of the several Special Awards for RENO 2017 SEE THE WHOLE LIST at http://www.renohighrollers.com/specials.htm 
 

http://www.renohighrollers.com/specials.htm


  

 

   TRI-CITY  CLASSIC  13 
                   Scale Model Contest and Exhibition 

 

         Sunday, September 17  2017 
   

Milpitas Community Center    457  E Calaveras Blvd.     Milpitas,  California    9am - 5pm 

 

 56 Categories of Competition in  Aircraft,  Autos,  Figures,  Ships,  Military Vehicles, Space & Fictional, and  Paper Kits  
 

This Year’s Theme " Australia " (anything Australia/NZ or directly related) 
 

 

NEW Special Awards in addition to traditional First/Second/Third place are: 
 

   

                                               “ On The Beach ” Award for Best Entry befitting the Contest Theme 
 

                                  “ Blast The Bush ” ( three awards for:  Best ANZAC,  RAAF,  or UK Nuclear Weapon Subject ) 
                                                   

             “ Mad Max, Road Warrior “ Award for Best Post 1945 Australian/NZ subject 
 

         

       Plus   these:   “ At Dawn’s Early Light  ”,  “ Best Twin Engine Lightning “,   “ Best  1917 ” ,  “ Tasmanian Titan ”  
 

                        Also:      Vendors, a raffle and other fun items announced on day of event!                  Free Admission to all spectators! 

 

 Contestant Entry: $ 10 for modelers 18 & older w/ TEN model entries or less ($1 each additional entry)  All modelers 17/under,  FREE/unlimited entries  

For Vendor Information, contact Lou Orselli by phone at (510) 481-7335   VALID CA SALES TAX PERMIT REQUIRED 

   

Email Contest Director Mick Burton directly at DAZE61283@mypacks.net with “Tri City 13 Contest” on subject line 

 

 

http://www.ipmsfremonthornets.org-a.googlepages.com/home
http://www.ipmsfremonthornets.org-a.googlepages.com/home
http://www.ipmsfremonthornets.org-a.googlepages.com/home


  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

================================= 

                   SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 
 

Antelope Valley Group’s 21
st
 DESERT CLASSIC in LANCASTER 

                 THEME  WILL BE  “ The Psychedelic Sixties “ 



  

With TriCity 13 On Horizon, A Last Refresher Course on SPECIALS  
Contest Director’s FINAL Focus Comments For Promoting 2017 Fall’s TC-13 

  Text :  Mick Burton   Photos : various sources 
 

  Our TriCity Classic 13 continues tradition whereupon the titled theme  being combine of a known movie 

linked directly to a specific geography.  2017’s  “ AUSTRALIA ” is not an exception, but this “ Land 

Down Under ” theme INCLUDES ALSO as “directly related”, NEW ZEALAND as well as Australia . 

Not intended as limiter ! 
 

Of course ANY and ALL MODEL SUBJECTS are encouraged, welcomed to enter.  
 

 Contest Theme is way to have some fun, give an overall tone for our show from one year to the next. 

FEEL FREE to ignore entirely, or plunge headlong into the fray, as you see fit. Just enter show and enjoy 

yourself , all Contest Director wishes for. This photo essay effort seeks to entice more entries & FUN ! 

                                                           Below, find the current list of the planned for TC-13 Special Awards, by award # and title.  

 

SA3 “ On The Beach ” Award for Best Entry befitting Contest Theme              SA2  Best Of Show Junior/Youth    SA1  Best Of Show Senior 
 

SA4 " Blast The Bush ”  (3 in any combo)  SA4A Best ANZAC,   SA4B Best RAAF Subject (any)  or  SA4C  “ UK Nuclear Weapon “ Subject   

 

SA5  " Mad Max, Road Warrior ” Best Post 1945 Australia/NZ subject     SA6      Ken Durling Memorial-Most Creative or Quirky Entry 
 

SA7     “ Know A Hornet’s Mighty Sting “ Best American Fighter Aircraft              SA8    “ Diamond  In The Rough” Silk Purse/Sows Ear Award 

SA9 “ At Dawn’s Early Light ” Best Prehistoric or Early Man Subject                  SA10  “ 1917 ”  ( subject tie into 1917, ANY Nation or Type ) 

SA11 “Lightning Strikes Twice ” Best EE or Lockheed Lightning, Arado Blitz    SA12  “ Tasmanian Titan ” Best F1/Tasman Formula (car/driver)  
  

SA13 Best in Category for Aircraft                         SA14   Best in Category for Armor                              SA15    Best in Category for Automotive 
SA16 Best in Category for Figure or Robot           SA17    Best in Category for Ship or SpaceShip 
       

SA18    Best WW2 1/48 Air (JMA/IPMS-MB)         SA19    SAT Service Award                                           SA20  Kenneth Jung MA Cont Dir choice 
 

SA21 “A Stop At Willoughby ” Memorial Award, Best (one or all): 1) Rolling Stock  2) F-86,  3)Lufthansa  4) Cargo A/C  5) Bf-109 
 

 As pretty self explanatory the Best in Category Awards (SA13 to SA17) along with BOS Awards (SA1, SA2), no need to review them. Others won’t 

likely need much explanation for giving clue what the Judges are going to be looking at/for. Still Editor will include brief in next upcoming effort. 
 

 IN RED ABOVE are all the ones being reviewed again THIS ISSUE OF BUZZ. Refer back to Buzz 54, 55 (December 2016) for others or you 

can go to TriCity 13 Contest page and download the entire Special Award Reference PDF  
 

https://fremonthornets.yolasite.com/tricity-events-news-present-and-past.php 



  

 

SA3  “ On The Beach ” 
 

Award for the Best Entry befitting the Contest 

Theme 

 

“ AUSTRALIA ” 
 

             (Entry Subject anything Aussie/NZ or directly related) 
                                                         

 Our Judges will choose  “ OTB ( On The Beach ) ” for best subject as per title, which is embodying the spirit of  theme. Well you have everything 

from ancient dinosaurs and obscure outlaws to famous battles, or creative wildlife dioramas. There’s also as obscure but cool (+ available kit) options 

for “Oz in Space” in the Real Space model maneuvering venue.  Many may overlook rich potential of Automotive Racing and also Australia’s roles 

in the  “ Cold War ” as more than a movie prop.    
  
  Director wishes to make clear here, this entire theme is to encompass  ALL AUSTRALIAN and NEW ZEALAND  HISTORY  and subjects as an 

application. This is NOT NARROWLY  FOCUSED in any way now, except as by reaction of entrant entries. 
 

 Want to make sure that point is expressed explicitly.  So that none possibly losing with “ award winning stone perfect Aussie piloted Spitfire in PTO 

or F-111C Aardvark maintenance diorama” to an obscure Aboriginal walkabout diorama  (gasp)  or say some ridiculous bust of  Lord  Humongous 

(now, that’s a reach !) in final judgement of  winner for this award , wasn’t warned. 
 

To be eligible to win this award, your entry subject simply must be something Australian, Kiwi (short for being directly related to New Zealand) or 

so directly related. It does not have to be made by or specifically for Australia or NZ, Aussies or Kiwis as tribe or nation. Nor be tied somehow 

specific to either of the “theme” movies, or World War Two or Cold War.  As noted early on, 

they’re merely an iconic reference point for convenience of framing up the Contest Theme  

 

 

 

 

 

However nothing says you can’t use as your means to make like Crocodile Dundee, and say: 

Now THAT’s a WINNER entry. 
 

 

 

 

 



  

“ Blast The Bush Series ” 
 

SA4A  Award  

for 

Best ANZAC Subject 

 
ANZAC Cove Encampment, 1915 

(Courtesy of  Wikipedia) 
 

       Illustration of ANZAC troops after the fighting at Gallipoli  

                                                                                                                                                                               (Courtesy of  Wikipedia) 
 

 Our  “Tripoley” award series “Blast The Bush”  this year features an odd but useful range . Just in 

case there’s a dearth of one type , a surplus of worthy others, the offer is up to three awards total in 

any combine (one of each , two to one, three to one, or none) 

 

  Work titled to fit within theme in manner that’s Australian/New Zealand related, in all three offer 

“not so usual fare” chance.    
 

First one (here) perhaps offers small number of options, but viable enough. Other two may offer 

more range  also more work! 
 

SA4A – ANZAC. While Figures/Busts seem to have edge here, Diorama/Vignette along with specific vehicle entry categories offer opportunity, the 

kits are out there for one. There’s even a cinematic clue that might trigger your interest here. Here’s more incentive & idea how “thematic” this runs: 

The official war historian F.M. Cutlack described the word “Anzac” as 

a war cry, “pitiless as a hurled spear. It cuts like a sword. It rings like 

the final shout in the rush of a Zulu impi or a charge of Japanese 

bayonets. It conveys something savagely masculine, ruthless, resolute, 

clean driven home.”                 ( quote taken from https://www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia/anzac/acronym/ ) 

https://www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia/anzac/acronym/


  

“ Blast The Bush Series ” 
 

SA4B  Award 

for 

Best RAAF Subject 

 

Our  “Tripoley” award  series “Blast The Bush”  this year features an odd but useful range . Just in case there’s a dearth of one type , a surplus of 

worthy others, the offer is up to three awards total in any combine (one of each , two to one, three to one, or none) 
 

Titled to fit within theme in manner that’s related,  all three offer “not so usual fare”  Second one (here) perhaps offers largest number of options...  
 

SA4B – RAAF subject, titled so for a reason. Keep in mind  the obvious entries qualify, namely aircraft in service of the Royal Australian Air Force  

in any fashion (so don’t forget to consider a “trials vehicle” if you can support the entry scheme) .  There’s more than you think, that have served ! 
   

 However, ANY ENTRY SUBJECT that is supportably related to this, IS ELIGIBLE.  Examples like specific Pilots or staff like Commanders of  

RAAF as busts/Figures, Airfield support equipment (fuel, starter trucks), Diorama or Vignette depicting events on the airfield, etc;  all are  valid 

competitive material for this Award, as titled. Also recall , may be able to tie into SA4C if clever 



  

“ Blast The Bush Series ” 
 

SA4C  Award 

for 

Best UK Nuclear Weapon Subject 
 

( For SA4C award, the subjects are limited to UK/Aussie specifically ) 

 

Our  “Tripoley” award  series “Blast The Bush”  this year features an odd but useful 

range . Just in case there’s a dearth of one type , a surplus of worthy others, the offer 

is up to three awards total in any combine (one of each , two to one, three to one, or 

none) 
 

Titled to fit within theme in manner that’s related,  all three offer “not so usual fare”  

Third one (here) perhaps offers wildest number of options...  
 

SA4C – UK Nuclear Weapon subject. Blast The Bush of course doesn’t ring many bells as a “best seller book” yet the title is legit, was “borrowed” 

for useful related purposes. Writ by an Australian who’s known by some as a real Native “good bloke”, it’s about his years in Outback, doing major 

surveying/engineering for the British Nuclear Weapons Programme Tests ( i.e, Maralinga ). This particular award will be limited to United Kingdom 

material only, so USA, French, Soviet and Chinese , etc nuclear related subjects need not apply. There’s actually a fair amount of eligibles to choose! 
  

 As result, right off the bat, ANY Valiant, Victor, Vulcan, TSR.2, F-111C aircraft is eligible. As are separate models of  Blue Steel, Skybolt (as long 

as in RAF scheme) ASMs, Polaris, Chevaline, Trident SLBMs (as long as in RN schemes) and Submarines (Resolution or Vanguard class). 
 

And just for fun 

here’s two sites 

to recommend for 

further research and 

assistance on all this 

lesser known subject 

http://nuclearweaponarchive.org/Uk/UKTesting.html      

                                                                http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1951to1964/filmpage_oper_hurr.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://nuclearweaponarchive.org/Uk/UKTesting.html


  

 

 

 

SA 5 “Mad Max, Road Warrior ” 

Award for 

Best  Post 1945  Aussie/NZ  Subject 
  

 

 

 Our Contest Director sought out title which clearly would delineate 

unmistakably Oz or Kiwi material universally, of  Post 1945 vintage. 

Trying to encompass potential range of  this without being dry, 

humorless or worse, deadly boring.  
 

 Doubtless there’s plenty of other ways to put this out as a promotional. Simply framing with Pop Culture icon of the native land seemed best to me.  

There’s certainly no argument that we’re in clearly way post 1945 when venturing into Aussie Apocalypse territories, mate.  

 

 In simplest terms, ANY  Australian or New Zealand related subject clearly in a “Post 1945” configuration, eligible to win this award . Aircraft, 

Armor, Automotive of all sorts are modelled every year that fit easily into that broad range. 

 

 Why one could choose subjects aplenty, an abundant number of possible diorama/vignette and Historical Figure possibilities all come into easy 

reach, that even superbly “cross cultivate” in offering a chance to win another Special if  beaten out for this one. 

 

 Don’t discount the possible competition weight that can come from choosing to go directly for Max Rockatansky’s side of  the ledger though. Three 

movies in that series, offering vehicles, landscapes, characters for a mine of possible avenues to have some subversive modeling fun. 

 

 The movies can provide some not so obvious but perfectly eligible “Non Aussie” material, as long as they’re supported by some documentation . 

“On The Beach” for one, the US Navy submarine captained by Gregory Peck’s character would fit in here, if modeled specifically.  To be truly “out 

there”, remember the lifespans of most wildlife in Oz considerably shorter than any likely being born prior to 1945, so a well sculpted model of a 

‘roo, Wallaby, Goanna, Sydney Funnel Web could win here. 

  

 Not to mention a wily builder of say an RAAF F-111C, could vy for  SA3, SA4B, SA4C and SA5 here  ( no sweep, but get 1 ) 
   
 



  

SA 21 “ A Stop At Willoughby ” 

For 
 

Joseph C. Callahan 
 

A Memorial Award 

 

                                1940 – 2017 R.I.P. Free Hornet 

=============================================================================================================== 

 

“ Willoughby? Maybe it's wishful thinking nestled in a hidden part of a man's mind, or maybe it's the last stop in the vast design of things—… Willoughby? 
Whatever it is, it comes with sunlight and serenity, and is a part of The Twilight Zone “ Rod Serling, end narrative for 30

th
 episode (which takes place on a train)                                                          

============================================================================= 

                                                                            FOR BEST (one or all ) : 

                                                                                                                                        1) Rolling Stock (any type) 

         2) F-86 Sabre (any make) 

                                                                         3) Lufthansa Subject 

                  4) Cargo Aircraft (Mil or Civil) 

  5) Bf-109 (any make) 
 

 Joe was an active Free Hornet all the years he was with us, and after returning to his native Pennsylvania 

with his Shelley (wife of 40 years), he still always made sure to be by to see us when out in California . He 

was a lifelong railroad and aircraft enthusiast (Shelley and his family were extremely supportive & aware!) 

 Joe served in USAF during the Vietnam War (1966-71), was a Cargo Loadmaster @ Lufthansa for 30 years 

then Customer Service Agent with US Airways until 2009 when he retired. He was a member of  National 

Model Railroading Assoc, IPMS-USA and Fremont Hornets when he left all of us, unexpectedly March ‘17 

 The Editor happened to know Joe was a fan of the old TV series “The Twilight Zone” and felt the episode title 

was the perfect personal fit for a final salute to dear Joseph. As it turned out, confirmed by Shelley that indeed 

they both knew that episode from recent reprise on ME-TV!. The Award Eligible subjects are all Joe favorites!                                                                                       



  

THE 

TIME 

MACHINE 

Of  The  

Free Hornets 
 

LOOKING BACK AT FORTY– Models by Our Prez Mr. Bill ? News @ 11     
 

 Yes, 2017 marks the 40
th

 year for charter of IPMS/Fremont Chapter, Region Nine of the International Plastic Modeler’s Society, USA aka   

“ The Fremont Hornets ” or as President/Editor likes to refer, “ Free Hornets “.  While this Editor hasn’t been a member for the entire span, he has 

been lucky enough to be friends with some who have. Also, known several of the Hornets who will be part of this continuing series on our history.  

 

FOR OUR SEVENTEENTH INSTALLMENT:  
 

  We left off with still in place as President/Editor/Whatever Else Required as Officer Bill Andrews 

having launched January 1991 off with a massive infusion of enthusiasm, expressed well in the HUD  

 

 If you don’t recall or didn’t get Buzz #73 to read, recap as follows: Our fearless Leader Bill, having 

somehow wangled a vacation (I think that’s what they called “ authorized paid time off for other than a 

personal emergency, death in the family, your own demise, etc ” It’s been a long time since Editor now 

has had one, forget these terms/context sometimes…) declared that in that amazing Holiday bit 

he had resolved to again “Build a Model. Then, BUILD ANOTHER…and ANOTHER ”(heresy I say) 
 

Then Bill added insult to injury here to our 1991 News opener ! 
 

He actually declares an intent to SHOW UP and DISPLAY THESE 

FINISHED MODELS, ONE EACH MONTH FOR THE YEAR 1991 ! 
 

Bill also rudely reminds us all how he was inspired to do this by 

another Free Hornets member (Joe D’Amato) disgustingly going  

out and FINISHING AN F-4 PHANTOM IN TWO DAYS   

 

TWO DAYS! And it was in 1/48
th

 scale too… FEBRUARY 1991   



  

 Always the thoughtful one, 

Prez/Editor Mr Bill here 

first notes that since the 

HUD ’91 opener, we have 

now seen Nation go to War 

In The Gulf, how the new 

24/7 “CNN way” 

makes our “modern war by 

TV on 6 o’clock news” 

seem quaint in compare. 
 

Then he brings it home and 

personal, with news of a 

different sort, how a 

young man of 22 with an 

idea he was about to be in 

first phase of log career in 

law enforcement gets note 

to report instead ! Then a 

note that you can see the 

hot work this newly sent 

Marine is up on TV, plus 

keep in mind a soldier of 

similar vehicle serving in 

this war, from Fremont, 

was first Bay Area person 

to die in Op Desert Storm. 
 

 Bill wraps up on human 

note, with a guide to write a 

“ we at home haven’t 

forgot your service there” 

postcard or short letter.  
 

On the right, Bill goes to a 

lighter touch with list of 

“1/48 Thunderbolts Club  

Project” (grandaddy of 

“Gruppe Builds” today) 



  

 Bill Andrews in this ’91 Feb Issue also pioneered 

here a feature that one day in HUD future an Editor 

named Roy Sutherland would use quite often. 
 

 This feature  launched on left as “Member Profile” 

and for inaugural, presents Rudy Stahl to all 
 

 If his name rings a bell to any of you who weren’t 

part of the Free Hornets or R-9 Community back 

then or now, wouldn’t surprise me. As Bill points out 

early on, his model work was featured on many of  

the Testors Model Company boxes when “reality” 

models were pretty much demanded to satisfy then 

rabid “consumer protection safeguards on package 

used to market”. You know, someone was afraid you 

were going to purchase an Airfix B-17 at hobby shop 

for say 3 dollars, then run into court to sue because 

the other 5 B-17s and half the Luftwaffe shown in 

action on box art, weren’t included in product, so 

YOU WERE A MISLED INNOCENT and OWED! 
 

Or another favorite, the 4 dollar model car kit in 

1/25
th

 didn’t include the entire scale model racing 

garage and crew which were shown on the box so 

you got excited, wanted to buy this, so of course a 

reasonable person in form of a lawyer would soon 

be promoting “you were ripped off by evil corporate 

marketers here” so that we could be “protected” 
 

 Well, Rudy thank god, was hired among others to 

build models for “illustration of actual contents”. 

 I know him myself from that aspect too, recall as  

builder of “Ryan ST/PT-22”  which I remember 

reading in fine print. In fact, if recall correctly, I saw 

this very model auctioned off at an IPMS Santa Rosa 

gig a few years back.  As Bill points out here, Civil 

Aircraft were Rudy’s passion so this would compute.  

 

 R-9 RC post in play as you see, two of them ours !  



  

 

MARCH 1991 has us, the Fremont Hornets saying goodbye to Joe D, so I 

guess you could say no R-9 RC post for him. Florida took him away. Stan 

Staples of Chico I seem to remember, won that over Rodney and Joe.  

 

MAY 1991 Newsletter  finds us learning our Editor (and still Prez!) 

Bill has taken a week off in England, plans afoot to have Dave and Roy 

S present  a seminar at Meet on building vacforms… Plus another of 

our own is now in the Gulf War Field of Ops, so no P-47 build for him 



  

 

 

 

JUNE 1991 – This month’s issue finds us announcing that 

ever so rare event at Fremont Hornets meetings, yes guessed 

right, THE FUND RAISER AUCTION 

 

 Bill the Magnanimous President and Editor gives up that he 

for his contribution beyond “ twenty or so kits ” donation, is 

including as well complete 24 volume encyclopedia set. The 

set is not Britannica or Book of Knowledge, it’s Weapons & 

Warfare in the 20
th

 Century, at the time a pretty penny to pay 

for ownership rights, so a nifty donation to say the least.  

 

 He also proposes a further addition of some NATOPS a/c 

manuals for such items as  F-8 Crusader,  KC-130 Hercules, 

T-33B Shooting Star, TA-4F/J Skyhawk, E-1B Tracer and 

a couple of others. 

 

 Definitely a person who looks out for his membership from 

this veteran member’s perspective. 

 

 Then a review of entertainment coming that Friday night as 

we hear from recent expatriate Free Hornet Joe D’Amato, a 

video he shot at Pensacola’s US Naval Air Museum. Along 

with a look at RAF Museum in Hendon, courtesy of Bill’s 

New Year vacation in England 

 

 Last but not least in this issue, a reminder of Club Build 

Project “ Hasegawa 1/48
th

 scale P-47 Thunderbolt “, and 

a deserved nod to Al Gerace, Hobbies Unlimited, strong 

supporter for years of our club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

AUGUST 1991 finds us two meetings past since last 

HUD published.  

 

 The June ’91 auction turned up roses apparently, we 

even had enough to send trophy package support for 

a Region 9 Regional for that year being hosted by a 

club not known to be with us anymore but was once a 

reliable source of competition hosting – the IPMS – 

Redding “ Dambusters ” (so named after the Korean 

War US Navy AD Skyraider squadron, not British 

WW2 dam destroyers) 
 

 Free Hornets made it to 1991 IPMS USA Nats too, it 

appears, which occurred prior to this next issue HUD 

 Dave Shirley and Roy Sutherland traveled to St Lou, 

MO to be attendees/entrants.  
  
 Must have been worth it beyond all the usual good 

reasons to go a NATS (models, friends, shop, beer) 

with David taking 7 awards for 8 entries of his. Dave 

took home  “ The Canadian Award ” there too, and 

no that wasn’t for having Roy along. He had a lovely 

CAF Sabre in 1/72
nd

 that won this fine trophy, since 

we still at this time maintained a dual membership in 

IPMS USA and IPMS Canada, it was a nice win here. 
 

 Finding here we had no news as yet to what was on 

the video Expat Free Hornet Joe D’Amato shot when 

he toured Pensacola, as scheduled for June meeting. 

 Seems we were still busy catching up so had not got 

it screened by this point.  
 

 Bill gave props to Brian Sakai for his win of MOM 

for July with a 1/144 A-10 and wrapped up with a 

Review of our updated T-Bolts Club Project 
 

 My own props to Bill here, for managing several 

HUD in a close order, this will be it until December 



  

DECEMBER 1991 on the left. Seventh HUD and 

last one for year 1991. Bill Andrews, Editor  
 

 Vibrant as ever, Bill first covered the last show of 

the Region Nine year, the Silver Wings “ Winter 

Classic ” which it seems, was the one show that 

Dave Shirley and Roy Sutherland weren’t at that 

year. 
 

 Confirming here for a fact that with the departure 

of Joe D’Amato for Florida not long after he made 

it to “the final three” as candidate for filling post 

of Region 9 Coordinator, was indeed Stan Staples 

of Chico who was selected by IPMS HQ over the 

other Free Hornet in running, Rodney Williams. 
 

 Well all these years later Rodney, I must ask this: 
 

Where’s IPMS Chico and Stan Staples now? Yeah. 
 

 The Tri-Club Region Nine Regional was topic of 

interest for Bill with aforementioned Stan at the 

apparently be-knighted 1991 Winter Classic. This 

would be a joint effort of IPMS Golden Gate and 

IPMS-San Jose with IPMS Fremont, for 1992. 
 

 The first contest coming up in 1992 Bill pointed 

out was to be IPMS Stockton “Tomcats” show in 

the end of March. Although it wasn’t set at time of 

this writing, I must point out NOW that the “3 club 

Regional” ended up on April 26, even though seen 

here we were aiming for a 5 week spacing … Did 

it matter? Not really. Since there were no Fremont 

Publications since this one until months after this 

Event, I am giving the first portion of news (date 

and that event actually came off as outlined) here 
 

 Next Time Machine, I’ll get you details and more 

analysis of how 1992 didn’t exactly do all three 

clubs any favors with this “CON” (apropos…) 



  

THAT DOES IT FOR The FREE HORNETS News and DIRECT HISTORY for Region Nine in the year 1991 , I am going to say. 

 

 The Year 1992 is on our next horizon, that may surprise you as over half went into history with no clue ( No Newsletter from Fremont ) yet this 

Editor’s archive and own past, combined with others, will still manage to illuminate and illustrate. One early example is previewed below (shock) 

 

HERE IS PREVIEW OF NEXT TIME :       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OH,  SORRY … 

 
                   
 

  

                                                                             

 

 

 

 
 

The ALERT Horns sounding? 
 

WELL  appears my time here is up, 

                                                                            

must join with associates for a look  to the future... 
     

    See you next issue  - mickb 
 

 



  

STARTING OFF THE NEW YEAR ! 
 

IPMS SilverWings SILVERCon Event located  
 

at 
 

Town & Country Lutheran Church and School 
 

4049 Marconi Avenue 
 

Sacramento CA 
 

 

Contest Chairperson's Name: 
Scott Bell 

 
Phone: 

916-599-5520 
 

E-mail: 
skotnjudi@aol.com 

 

 

 

SILVERCON 2018 
 

 

SATURDAY 

FEBRUARY 17 2018 
 

 

mailto:skotnjudi@aol.com


  

A BIT MORE GOOD NEWS FOR NEXT SPRING  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

COMING UP  
 

The Hornets Nest Night Fridays In OCTOBER & NOVEMBER 2017 

Are PLANNED TO BE CLUB CONTEST Theme Events as outlined:  
 
 

October 13- “ ANYTHING Airfix EXCEPT AIRCRAFT ” 
 

 Our Free Hornets are deviously creative in devising schemes, as you may surmise by the above theme. Simply put, you are challenged here to find at 

least ONE non-aircraft kit of Airfix catalog to enter. Just so you know, someone has already asked, and NO: ROTODYNES or ANY Helos are in the 

not eligible list, as they ARE AIRcraft. ONE EXCEPTION in Airfix catalog does exist, it’s not either of those aforementioned, but it is an air-craft. 
 

 Intention here is to stretch your imagination and craft, and when you actually take a look at the number of ships, autos, armor, figures and other type 

Vehicles/oddities that Airfix has offered, you may get into the spirit of this wholeheartedly we’ll just bet. Oh and by the way, all the “Airfield and Air 

craft support” models ARE ELIGIBLE … there’s some potential old and new gold in them thar kits. Just saying. 
 

 

November 10- “ HOLY MOLEY MEN It’s 1977 All Over Again ” 
 

 

 For the last regular Free Hornets Nest of 2017, we’re going to close the 40
th

 anniversary year out with a contest theme thought up earlier in year by a 

long time Hornet, and it’s another fiendish one. Models from the year 1977 catalog or of 1977 schemes of earlier or later moldings, any kind or scale. 
 

One way to see where we’ve been and where we’re going, you might say. ENJOY in any way. 
 

 PLUS IN NEXT EDITION 
 

                           MORE RETURN TO CONTINUING A LOOK IN DETAIL AT FREE HORNETS 
 

                             WAAAAAAYYYYYYY 
 

                     BACK   WHEN 
 

                    AND 

              A FINAL BIT OF PROMOTING TC-13 SPECIAL AWARDS  
 

- Mick Burton, madman at large  – DAZE61283@mypacks.net                 

 ( sole fool responsible for bad content or rude comment here )   

“ Come for the models  Stay for the Sarcasm “ 

mailto:DAZE61283@mypacks.net

